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• There is no right way to do QI Research

• These are my opinions and approaches I’ve used



What is Quality Improvement?



Defining QI?

• AHRQ
• Framework used to systematically improve the ways care is 

delivered to patients.

• CMS
• Systematic and continuous actions that lead to measurable 

improvement in health care services and the health status of 
targeted patient groups.

• Lay-speak
• Figuring out how to improve what we do to give patients the 

best possible outcome.



Surgeons Have Been Doing this a Long Time

• Long history of surgical QI

• Ernest Codman (1869-1940)
• End Results cards

• QI vs Research

• Gray area between surgical QI and contemporary 
HSR and Outcomes research
• Much of the intent of these forms of research is QI on a local, 

regional, national scale 



QI vs Research

• QI 
• Goal is to improve care processes and/or outcomes within an 

organization

• Think local

• Does not require IRB review and approval

• Can be published, but carefully (see below)

• Research
• Attempt to generate generalizable data

• Think global

• Requires IRB review and approval



What is QI Research?



Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA)
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HSR and Outcomes Research

• Neither has a consistent or well-specified 
definition

• Health Services 
• Research done at the intersection of access, utilization, and/or 

outcomes of care to identify ways to effectively organize 
health systems, manage patients, and deliver safe and high 
value care 

• Outcomes
• Studying the end result of care and interventions that are 

provided

QI

Goal is to improve care processes and/or 

outcomes within an organization
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What is Implementation/De-Implementation

• Implementation
• Studying how best to sustain a new intervention or solution and 

and/or bring it to scale

• Factors affecting success

• Most effective or efficient process for introduction

• Results

• Understand how best to make things work in real-world practice 
and improve upon them

• De-implementation
• Opposite
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How Can I Do QI Research?



Improving on your Improvement

• Lots of ways to do research with an eye toward 
QI

• Do local QI and try to publish it

• Evaluate the effectiveness of a QI program/initiative 
across multiple hospitals, hospital systems, or 
nationally

• Explore the impact and/or value of existing or 
proposed quality measures

• Explore ways to improve existing QI programs



Local QI



Local QI



Improving on your Improvement

• Lots of ways to do research with an eye toward 
QI

• Do local QI and try to publish it

• Evaluate the effectiveness of a QI 
program/initiative/policy across multiple hospitals, 
hospital systems, or nationally

• Explore the impact and/or value of existing or 
proposed quality measures

• Explore ways to improve existing QI programs



QI program effectiveness



Improving on your Improvement

• Lots of ways to do research with an eye toward 
QI

• Do local QI and try to publish it

• Evaluate the effectiveness of a QI program/initiative 
across multiple hospitals, hospital systems, or 
nationally

• Explore the impact and/or value of existing or 
proposed quality measures

• Explore ways to improve existing QI programs



Existing Quality Measures



Improving on your Improvement

• Lots of ways to do research with an eye toward 
QI

• Do local QI and try to publish it

• Evaluate the effectiveness of a QI program/initiative 
across multiple hospitals, hospital systems, or 
nationally

• Explore the impact and/or value of existing or 
proposed quality measures

• Explore ways to improve existing QI programs



Improving QI programs

• WARNING!!!

• The following will be self-aggrandizing behavior in 
that I will be discussing my own work….

• Sorry, couldn’t find or think of a better example, 
but….

• This is the basis for my first VA Merit and will give 
you some sense of my second merit and NIH R01 I’m 
working on.



Alternatives to episodic feedback



Funding QI Research



How to get QI work funded

• This can be challenging because

• There are many gray lines that we have discussed 
about what constitutes QI vs research

• Funding bodies aren’t typically looking to fund local 
QI

• No funding sources specific to QI



How to get QI work funded

• Ways to generate interest

• Focus on generalizability
• What you do has to have more than just a local audience

• Create a sense of urgency
• Sell the problem that you are trying to address

• Sell the solution you are proposing

• Remember Alec Baldwin’s ABC’s in “Glengarry Glen Ross”

• Identify funding sources that have previously funded 
this type of work

• Aim for the ‘X’
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Conclusions

• QI research is equally challenging and 
rewarding

• Many untapped opportunities to create a niche 
in QI research

• Need to be creative to get this type of work 
funded and published

• Marrying QI, outcomes assessment, and a clear 
broad implementation plan can be helpful


